








Additional Comments:

While every client and building is making decisions based on the financial impact of

high-performance, regarding "how efficient" to be, it is not the Governments' authority (nor the AIAs)

to mandate or require performance standards beyond fundamental building safety. We have gotten

way over our skis with virtue-signaling instead of addressing the specific economic benefit (and

cost) to the Owner.



My firm works primarily on single-family, duplex, and ADU residential. It is nigh impossible to get
energy analysis done on these buildings within a budget. I have yet to see an HVAC subcontractor
ever do a Manual J calculation on building load. It is all rules of thumb and ridiculously oversized by
load. Right now, green homes are primarily driven by the clients that want it.

I'm working on things that may help. One idea is potentially going back to the old 1970's calculations
of load ourselves. Something that is simple and quick, but may not be as accurate. It's a bit
frustrating because we have this all modeled in Revit LT and we can't find the right balance to be able
to afford/use energy model plugins for things *already* in BIM.

Until we start working on ways to get family homes in line, there will be a big gap in meeting 2030.

Another avenue is have our building codes push toward more sustainable choices in the residential

code.

I have recently retired so my answers are based upon a composite of the last 3 firms I worked for. All

but one of the buildings over the last 10 years have been institutional or public buildings. One of the

last buildings I worked on wanted an energy-efficient building and, at least on paper, wanted it to

conform to LEED (but no certification). However, neither the county nor my employer was aware of

the changes and implications in the most recent version of LEED regarding materials. Additionally,

my employer gave absolutely no time, research, or resources to that effort during design and the

county only a cursory review. When I was assigned the project in CD’s, it had been languishing under

the direction of others with most of the fee spent and no approved design.(!!) I have not seen a

commitment to these issues from most of my employers and only from clients as it affects their

energy bills or ongoing maintenance concerns. I give a damn and am mindful of the issues, but I am

one person on a team of people who bring a building to life- owner architect/engineer, and

contractor. My employers and often the clients have typically been cynical about their responsibilities

to this issue.I don’t have enough knowledge about the database to be able to respond with any

authority.

I would like to know more about how the Architect’s standard of care is evolving to include Climate

Resiliency and Sustainable Design. I would also like to learn about the implications of how our

building designs may impact Clients and building Owners once these new laws take effect,

particularly regarding grandfathering of existing buildings and any retrofit requirements in the laws.

Client willingness is the key issue here. Many are not aware or concerned, apparently.

Q7: Not sure if AIA has the resources that CBECs have. The commercial buildings energy
consumption survey that the DOE conducts is the basis for ASHRAE benchmarks.



Q9: No option really applies, my firm leadership is republican climate change deniers.

CBECS is the go-to national survey for ASHRAE 90.1 - Your tracking building energy performance in a

national database (AIA DDx) would be useless as it would rely on reporting.


